


The Bayeux 
Tapestry

The Norman Conquest



Why does English have so many words that 
mean the same thing?
Venison Deer

Pork Pig

Battle Fight

Forest Wood

Mutton Sheep

Aid Help

Commence Start

Chamber Room



Language - the most important 
This is why there are two different words for many things in English. One comes 
from Anglo-Saxon and the other from French.

French were the nobles and the Anglo-Saxons the poor. So therefore one word was 
for the rich and the other for the poor.

This can be seen in the names of animals. The animals in the field kept their 
Anglo-Saxon names but once they were cooked they used their French names (see: 
pig - pork)

Other words were simply used by the poor and not the rich and they are still seen as 
more upper class today (see: Commence - start)



What next?
Go to Google Classrooms 

● Read Article 1
○ Why is the Bayeux tapestry important today?

○ Why is history important?

● Watch Video 1

Norman Conquest and impacts - TED-Ed

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Owf5Uq4oFps


Reading 2
● Read Article 2 and present.

○ What i want to know?

■ Who were the most important people in the tapestry?

■ What happened?

■ When did it happen?

■ What were the consequences?



What is the Bayeux Tapestry?
● A series of images that are 

embroidered onto a cloth.
● It is 70m/ 230 feet long.
● It has been described as the first film 

ever made.
● Each ´panel´ shows a scene in the 

history of the Norman Conquest of 
England. 



What does it show?
● The tapestry shows the sequence of events leading from the start to the end of 

the Norman Conquest of England but it has a few key parts

1. Harold promises that he will give the crown to William.
2. Edward dies
3. William hears about Harold’s betrayal and begins preparing for an invasion.
4. William invades and builds a castle at Pevensey
5. The Battle of Hastings and William falls
6. Harold dies - arrow in the eye



Harold promises that he will give the crown to William



Edward dies



William hears about Harold’s betrayal and begins preparing



William arrives and builds a castle



The Battle of Hastings and Williams fall



Harold’s death



Why is it important?
● This is an incredible piece of documented history, nothing else of artistic value 

on this scale has survived from this period.
● It is probably one of the most important periods of English history as so much 

changed
○ The language

○ The royal family

○ The way of ruling

○ Castles - new to England

○ How much tax was paid.

● We can understand how history was written.



Specific vocabulary
King

Battle 

Horse

Knight

Tapestry

Bishop

Disputed

Throne

Crown

Peasant




